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The neck of land just west of Black Point, Giants Neck, was once the stronghold of Mejuarnes also known as

Mamarakagurana, "The Giant", a Nehantic Indian.  He also controlled the Black Point lands.  His two sons were Paguran and
Tattobitton.  It was Tattobitton who sold most of  the Black Point lands  to Christopher Christophers of New London (Pequot
Colony).  Some historians believe this to have been the origin of the name of our resort, Giants Neck Beach.

Another version of the name is derived from the legend concerning the dissatisfaction of the Nehantics about paying tribute
year after year to the more powerful Pequots.  One year, shortly after a Public Thanksgiving had been observed throughout
the Colony, we find the Nehantics bottled up in their Fort at Black Point, blockaded by land by the Pequots.  Supplies were
running low, it was presumed by the Pequots, who then set sail in their canoes from Groton to collect their tribute or "finish
them off".  At about the same time, news reached the surrounding countryside, and probably still in the lingering spirit of
Thanksgiving's plenty, the Griswolds, Marvins, Lees, Ingrahams, Lords and Chadwicks were paddling from the west with
supplies for the Fort.  A great fog descended over Millstone Point and the Pequots, limping close to the shore, were glimpsed
rounding Wigwam Rock.  When the fog suddenly lifted, the Pequots were appalled to discover paddling toward them a "flotilla"
with an "apparition" in the lead canoe.  It was the already-stalwart fellow named Lester, his posture augmented by his standing
on the heap of supplies.  Flight was better than Fight!  Hence, another version of the name - "Giants Neck"!

A great part of this neck of land was acquired by Thomas Lee in the early 1700's, and a part of it became the home of the
Rev. George Griswold first Minister of the Second Ecclesiastical Society Church on Society Road (1719).

Over the years the Littlefields and the Luce families built homes here and indeed it was James V. Luce and his brothers
who built a fish factory where menhaden oil and fertilizer were produced.  When this enterprise was brought to an end by fire,
the business was rebuilt at nearby Rocky Neck (just below the present pavilion).

In 1909 Walter D. Brockett, Clarence L. Brockett and Laurence B. Brockett purchased the Griswold Farm from John L.
Severance who had just acquired it from the American Fisheries Co.  Walter Brockett built a beautiful white house on the ledge
at the west end of the Neck.

A single-track railroad had been built in 1851 (just south of the present two-track roadbed.  Clarence Brockett and Laurence
gave up their interest in all of the Neck south of the railroad, keeping their interest only in the land north of the "cut" which
is the property developed as "Giants Neck Heights" today.  This "cut" is actually South Bride Brook Rd. today - a single-width,
one-way road.

The property retained by Walter Brockett became the development known as The Giants Neck Land & Improvement Co.
with Walter as President.  This was then sold to James Jay Smith of New York, the same developer who sold lots at Black Point
Beach Club.  Both developments were then merged under the name of The Shore & Lake Corporation in 1929.

In an old diary of a Scott Road farmer in 1879 we learn that inland residents also enjoyed the beaches.  I, too, recall in the
early 1920's it was an annual treat we looked forward to when an Uncle invited Aunts and Cousins into his fishing boat for
a day's outing at Giants Neck.  The Mothers would "herd" the boys behind a clump of trees and the girls behind another cluster
of brush, getting us into our makeshift "swimsuits".

Meanwhile, just north of the present railroad bed, development began in the 1930's with Clarence Brockett doing business
as The Giants Neck Cabins to later  become under ownership of several others as Giants Neck Heights Inc.  This high ridge
overlooks Rocky Neck State Park and the wide sweep of Long Island Sound, before sloping to the east to the  picturesque and
peaceful Mamacock Creek.  This development acquired its own stretch of beach just through the Railroad Underpass.

Each of these two areas we have come to call Giants Neck has its own Association with its own Clubhouse and its own
social activities.  Because of its scenic beauty and the single-access road, the two areas enjoy a remoteness from the rest of
the Town.  Once, almost exclusively summer resorts, they consist now of all-year homes of retirees and residents seeking a
quiet life in the midst of Nature's beauty.



The preceeding article is a reprint from the April 1996 issue of
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